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Life on Jupiter’s Icy Moon

Jupiter is the largest planet in our solar

system. It is known as a gas giant, made up

of many kinds of gases. Jupiter is so big that

1,300 Earths could fit inside it! It also has

many moons. The number keeps changing

as scientists discover new ones and decide

whether objects near the planet are actually

moons. There may be as many as 67 moons

orbiting the giant planet.

Of all these moons, one that scientists

are particularly interested in is Europa

(yur-OH-pa). Europa is covered in a layer

of ice. Scientists believe a liquid ocean lies

beneath the frozen surface. In recent years, the Hubble Space Telescope has spotted

several giant plumes of what scientists believe to be water vapor bursting from the

surface of Europa. If there is water there, scientists believe it’s possible that simple

forms of life may exist there, too.
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) is planning a mission

to Europa. A spacecraft called the Europa Clipper will be launched in the 2020s to

gather more information about Europa and the possibility of life beyond Earth.

1. Why is Jupiter called a gas giant?

Read the article. Then answer the items.

I__

2. What is the surface of Europa like?

3. Why do scientists believe it’s possible that life could exist on Europa?

© Evan-Moor Corp. EMC 1076 • Daily Summer Activities
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Fill in the blanks with the letter or letters that stand for the Ifi Sound to make the Spelling

words for the week.

1. gra

2. lau

3. ° icial

4. ourth

5. ysical

6. rou est

7. armacy

8. ragile

9. brie ly

10. trium

12. sta

: hi My Own Words
Name a character from a book that you can identify with.

Explain how you are similar to that character and how

you may be different.

I

Tuesda1

-
--

I

I

11. OUfltaj
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The Boy Who Cried “Pirates!”

Long ago, a boy named Johnny lived on a ship
that sailed the seas. His father was the captain.
Johnny continually begged his father to let him
keep watch.

“Life on the sea is dangerous,” his father said.
“Only the most responsible sailors can keep
watch for sudden storms or fearsome pirates.”

One night, after much complaining and
begging from Johnny, the captain allowed him
to keep watch. Johnny expected the work to be
exciting, but time crept more slowly than a slug. So Johnny decided to have some fun.

“Pirates! Pirates!” Johnny yelled out. The sailors scrambled on deck, only to see Johnny
laughing. “Just kidding!” he said as his eyes filled with tears of laughter.

The captain was furious. “Pirates are no joke,” he scolded. He made Johnny promise to
behave, but Johnny did not listen. Once again, when everyone was asleep, he sounded the
alarm. Sleepy sailors hurried to their posts, ready for action. And again, Johnny laughed
at the fun of tricking them.

The third time Johnny was on watch, he yawned and stretched, scanning the horizon.
To his shock, he saw an actual pirate ship in the distance. “P-p-pirates!” he stammered.
“PIRATES!” But the sailors merely rolled over in their hammocks. They were sure Johnny
was lying, trying to trick them again. As the pirate ship edged closer, Johnny’s heart beat
quickly with fear. He realized that there was nothing funny about this.

1. Why did Johnny pretend to see a pirate ship?

2. What lesson do you think Johnny learned in this story?

3. If you know the story “The Boy Who Cried Wolf,” tell how this story is similar to
that one.

Read the story. Then answer the items.
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Clipped words are shortened terms ol longer words.

In each sentence, replace the underflned word with the correct clipped word from the box.

vet fan tie champ

1. George is a soccer fanatic.

4. Mom ordered a hamburger and fries.

flu pop mini burger

7. Dad hates having to wear a necktie every day to work.

8. Max’s grandfather is an army veteran.

2. Rachel always listens to the station that plays popular music.

3. My sister has a miniature refrigerator in her dorm room.

5. Dan is the state diving champion.

6. Have you gotten your influenza shot yet?

In My Own Words
Write a “how-to” paragraPh explaining something OU know how to make or do.

I

I
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1. 24 inches =

2. 1.mile=

3. 3yards=

4. 5feet=

5. 15 feet =

6. 3 miles =

7. 6feet=

8. 1.5 miles =

9. 48 inches =

10. 12 yards =

11. 4yards=

12. 72 inches =

_______________

feet

_______________

feet

_______________

feet

_______________

inches

yards

yards

_______________

inches

_______________

feet

_______________

feet

_______________

feet

_______________

inches

yards

1. 1 meter =

2. 1 kilometer =

3. ½ meter =

4. 500 meters =

5. 3 meters =

6. 8,000 meters =

7. 500 millimeters =

8. 500 centimeters =

9. 1.5 kilometers =

10. 13 kilometers =

11. 133 meters =

12. 1/4 kilometer =

______________

centimeters

meters

______________

centimeters

_______________

kilometer

__________________

millimeters

kilometers

_______________

meter

_______________

meters

_______________

centimeters

________________

meters

_______________

millimeters

MATH TIME
Units oF Measurement
Use the information in the box to help you convert the measurements below.

Remember:

12 inches = 1 foot 1 centimeter = 10 millimeters

3 feet = 1 yard 1 meter = 100 centimeters

5,280 feet = 1 mile 1 kilometer = 1,000 meters

U.S. System Metric System

_______________

meters
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appreciate
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library
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traveler

Turn this line into a robot.



Adults may tell you that it’s tough being a parent. But

they have it easy compared to the emperor penguin. This

parent has one of the toughest jobs in the animal kingdom.

Emperor penguins mate in Antarctica in March or April

The female lays an egg in May or June. Then the mother

penguin carefully passes the egg to the father, who balances

it on top of his feet. The penguins must be very careful not

to drop the egg, as it can crack or freeze if it touches the

ground.
The mother leaves to find food, and the father waits

patiently for the egg to hatch. This usually takes at least

60 days During that time, the father doesn’t eat, and he

must stay very still so he doesn’t hurt the egg.

By the time the chick hatches, the father is very weak. But he must feed the baby if the

mother has not yet returned. He does this by making a special liquid in his throat. Luckily

the mother penguin usually returns within a few days after the chick hatches. She feeds

the chick and takes care of it so the father can go get food for himself. By this time, the

male has gone 115 days without eating. Talk about a devoted dad!

1. What does the mother penguin do right after she lays the egg?

2. What is the author’s purpose for writing this article?

3. Is this article based on mostly facts or mostly opinions?

4 Why does the author say that the emperor penguin is a devoted dad?

Read the article. Then answer the items.

A Patient Parent
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Circle the correct spelling of each Spelling demon.

1. separate seperate 7. busness business

2. travelor traveler 8. attendance attendence

embarass embarrass 9. discipline disipline

4. occasion ocassion 10. rhythyni rhythm

5. allready already anrrec aprecjate

6. libary library 12. sincerly sincerely

In My Own Words
In the story Alice in Wonderland, Alice fell down a rabbit hole and had many

adventures. Imagine that you fell down a hole into a different world. Describe

an adventure you might have.

Evan oor Corp.. EMC 1076. Daily Summer Activities
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Read the story. Then answer the items.

Mighty Stormalong

Fiction

Have you heard of Stormalong, the tallest, biggest sailor

there ever was? When Stormalong was born, he was so big that

he was given a tree branch for a rattle. When Stormalong was

one year old, his mom and dad took the roof off the house so

he wouldn’t hit his head on it. Stormalong was taller than

most buildings by the time he was two.

Stormalong’s mom spent four years knitting a hammock

for him to sleep in. It stretched from New Jersey to New York.

Stormalong watched the ships sail up and down the Hudson

River as he swayed in his bed.
When Stormalong turned 10 years old, he joined the crew of the Humongous. It was the

biggest ship he could find. All went well as long as he stayed in the middle of the ship. But

if he leaned to the side just a bit, the ship would lean, too, and the crew would tumble out.

Stormalong outgrew the Humongous when he was 13. So he built his own ship, the

Gigantic. It was as fast as it was large. Stormalong decided to sail around the world. He left

New York on a sunny day after a large breakfast of sausages as big as canoes. By the time

he reached Florida, Stormalong was fast asleep. The Gigantic drifted south to Panama, the

country that connects North America to South America. That ship was so big and heavy

that it pushed right through the land and made the Panama Canal! Stormalong had

created a shortcut between North and South America.

1. Most of the author’s descriptions of Stormalong are

© opinions

2. What was the author’s purpose for writing this story?

3. How are the names of the places in this story different from the rest of the story?

® comparisons ® historical facts © exaggerations

4. What image in the story did you find most amusing?

© Evan-Moor Corp. EMC 1076 • Daily Summer Activities
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Write the complete subject and predicate of each sentence. The first one has been done for you

1. The excited shoppers rush into the department store.

The excited shoppers
Subject

rush into the department store
Predicate

2. This denim jacket is on sale!

PredicateSubject

3. We will eat lunch in a restaurant.

Subject Predicate

4. This juicy hamburger with pickles tastes good.

PredicateSubject

hi My ow,iWorcls
Make a list of your five favorite foods. Explain why you like each one.

— —-
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MATH TiME

Look at the map and key. Each number on an axis represents 1 block. The grid
lines are streets.

Write an ordered pair for each location. Then write the distance between the two
given locations. The first problem has been done for you.

Example: home (2,2) supermarket (6, 2)

2. park supermarket

from park to supermarket: blocks 0

3. pizza place pet shop

from pizza place to pet shop: blocks

4. Your best friend lives 5 blocks from the pet shop, 2 blocks
from the pizza place, and 1 block from the supermarket.

What is the ordered pair for your best friend’s house?

_________

5. After meeting your best friend at the pizza place, you walk to your best friend’s house.
Then you walk to your home to get your dog and take your dog to the park. Write the
number of blocks you walked for each part of the route.

What is the total number of blocks you walked?

________

blocks

© Evan-Moor Corp.• EMC 1076 • Daily Summer Activities Friday
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from home to supermarket: 4 blocks 10

1. school

________

home

________

from school to home:

________

blocks 14

3

q
8
7
6
5

W4

x

2

1 2 3 14 5 6 7 8 q 10

Key
home

J pizza

supermarket

ii school

o park

* pet shop



r
Spelling Words

allow

committee

exaggerate

foreign

incorrect - - -

mischief

neceSSO

principle

relieve - -

succeed

telescope

thorough -- --

Check off each box as you complete the day’s work.
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Vocabulary 100
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Language Lines 101

In My Own Words 101

Mind Jigglers 102

_-J FRWAY

Math Time 103

Geography 104

Draw a picture to go with
this caption: “Oh my, what
a beautiful sunset.”



Read the story. Then answer the items.

One moonlit night, Wolf was lurking in the

forest, hoping to find dinner. He hadn’t eaten all

day, so he was grumpy from hunger. But his mood

changed when he spied Fox trotting toward her den.

Wolf boldly blocked Fox’s path and spoke to her in

a sweet voice.
“Fox, you certainly look beautiful tonight,”

Wolf said. “Your fur is so glossy.”

When Fox saw Wolf’s tongue droop and his

mouth drool, she knew she had to think fast. Fox

pointed to her fur and said, “Why, this old coat is

full of ticks and fleas. I’m embarrassed to be seen

in it.” Fox tried to step away, but Wolf growled deeply.

“Don’t move!” he snarled. “I’m hungry, and you look good enough to eat!”

“Mr. Wolf, I’m a skinny old thing,” Fox said, jutting out her chin. “You’d be hungry again

before you finished swallowing me. But I can show you where to get some delicious cheese.

I know where there’s a rich, creamy wheel of it as big as your head.”

Even though his stomach growled terribly, Wolf was tempted by Fox’s description of this

magnificent cheese. He walked by her side until they came to a well. Wolf looked down and

saw a large, round, yellow cheese floating in the water. As he leaned farther down into the

well to gobble up the cheese, he lost his balance and tumbled into the well.

Fox chuckled. With the help of a full moon, she had outfoxed the Wolf.

1. Why did Wolf’s mood change when he saw Fox?

2. How did Fox trick Wolf?

3. What adjective or adjectives would you use to describe Wolf?

4. What adjective or adjectives would you use to describe Fox?

The Hungry Wolf and the Clever Fox

© Evari-Moor Corp. • EMC 1076 • Daily Summer Activities Monday
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fri Mg Owri Words
A mysterious gift appears on your doorstep. There are ho’es

in the box, and strange noises are coming from it. Do you

open the box? If so, what do you discover?

S:RIIE. [C i p

Fill in the missing syllables to complete the spelling words for the week.

1. tele 7. mis

2. ceed 8. eign

3. aJ 9. 1rect

iieve 10. thor

5. prinp1e 11. mittee

6. exgerate 12. neces

—

E r

I

—
-

-
.-

I

-,—.———------—
—

-.———-—-—---—-

—

-

—.-
—.—

.

—
I
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Angry Animals

When the sun sets in Tasmania, a large island

near Australia, spine-chilling screams pierce the air.

The Tasmanian devils are awake and eager to eat.

Tasmanian devils are mammals with ferocious

appetites and tempers. If there is some meat to eat,

dead or alive, these animals will go after it.

Tasmanian devils hunt alone, eating up to eight

pounds of food a night. They gulp it down as fast as

they can, and they don’t share. They are scavengers

that usually feed on dead animals such as birds or mammals. Their powerful jaws and

sharp teeth can crush the toughest dinner. Every part of their meal gets eaten, including

fur, feathers, and bones. Poisons and bacteria in the rotten meat do not harm the devils.

They are like nature’s garbage disposals. So even though they may seem disgusting,

Tasmanian devils help keep their habitat clean.

Tasmanian devils are famous for their temper tantrums. When devils are bothered or

threatened, their ears turn red, and they stomp their feet and bare their sharp teeth. They

scream and snap their jaws, too. If their tantrums don’t scare away an enemy, they create

smelly fluids that make most animals run off. It’s easy to see why this creature got its

unfriendly name.

1. If two Tasmanian devils saw each other, what would they probably do?

3. Do you think it would be a good idea to get rid of the Tasmanian devils?

Why or why not?

Read the article. Then answer the items.

I

2. Why do Tasmanian devils probably have strong jaws?

© Evan-Moor Corp. EMC 1076• DaHy Summer Activities I Wednesday
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Circle the coordinating conjunction or conjunctions in each sentence.

1. Let’s choose a place to eat and a movie to see.

2. I would like to get pizza, but Emma just had pizza for lunch.

3. Emma thinks Mexican or Chinese food would be good.

4. Ella wants a hamburger and fries, yet she will eat anything.

5. Corey wants to get popcorn at the movies, so he won’t eat much.

6. Tamara will only eat a salad, a sandwich, or fruit.

7. This is too complicated, so let’s skip dinner and just go to the movie together.

8. We need to decide on a movie and a time to meet.

9. I want to see Invaders or Cartoon Movie, but Matt wants to see Food Fight!

10. We’re all good friends, yet we can’t agree on anything today!

p’,. Mu Own Words
Think about the most interesting place you’ve been to. Explain why it was

so jntere5”

—

- —--------—---
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Length (miles)

1. Use Tori’s chart to complete the line plot. The distance she ran on the first Monday

has already been plotted.

2. How many times did Tori run just + mile?

___________________________

3. How many times did Tori run 1 whole mile?

__________________________

4. What distances did Tori run most often?

____________________________

5. What distances did Tori run least often?

____________________________

6. How many miles in all did Tori run in the four weeks?

___________________________

© Evan-Moor Corp. • EMC 1076. Daily Summer Activities

MATH TIME
Tori is a runner. She runs four days every week. This is the chart she made
of the distances she ran in the last four weeks.

Tori’s Runs

+
0

+
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+ +
x
±

3
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Read the article. Then answer the items.

Destruction and Recovery

The eruption of Mount St. Helens, a volcano in
southwestern Washington, was the most destructive
eruption in North America ever recorded. It happened
on May 18, 1980. Inside the volcano, hot melted rock,
or magma, had been rising toward the surface for weeks.
This rock was under intense pressure. On the day of the
eruption, an earthquake caused the north side of the
mountain peak to collapse and slide into the valley.
Without the weight of the mountaintop, the pressure inside
the volcano was released. As a result, a huge explosion
sent steam, dust, rock, and ash soaring into the sky.

In a matter of minutes, the landslide and explosion
completely destroyed an area 12 miles long by 18 miles
wide. Thousands of towering old trees were flattened and
buried in hot dust, ash, and rock. Fifty-seven people were
killed. Hundreds of homes and miles of highway were destroyed. No large animals close to
the eruption survived. The only creatures that lived through the blast were those hidden
in underground burrows.

Today, plant and animal life and human activity are almost back to normal on Mount

St. Helens. Wildflowers, trees, deer, and elk are thriving. However, well over 100 small
earthquakes have been recorded in recent years. Scientists say the quakes are a sign that

the mountain’s magma chamber is filling up again. Luckily, if Mount St. Helens erupts

again in the future, people will be better prepared than they were in 1980.

1. What finally caused Mount St. Helens to erupt?

2. Why do you think animals that lived underground were the only ones to
survive the eruption?

3. Were you surprised to learn that life is almost back to normal on Mount St. Helens?
Why or why not?

4. Why do you think people might be better prepared if Mount St. Helens
erupts again?

z

0

0
0

-c

0

0

0.
0

0
0
.0
0.
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1
Use these Greek and Latin word parts to help you make spelling words that fit each meaning.

blo = life geo = earth cycle = circle auto = self logy = study of bi = two

port = carry act = do photo = light trans = across graph = write ex = awaYJ

1. to send goods to another country

exoort

7. self-acting

2. a story you write about your own life 8. able to be easily carried

3. to move something across a distance 9. a vehicle with two wheels

4. the study of Earth 1.0. a rotating storm

5. something that you do or complete 11. a written account of someone else’s life

6. the study of living things 12. to carry out or put into action

In My OwtJ Words
Suppose you woke up one morning and were as small as a mouse. What

are some advantageS of your new size? What are some jsadVafltage

--- - --- --- -- --. --- -

- -- --------—-- --------—

---- --- —-------—--

—- - —----

—--.-

------

-,----- .- -- -
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Read the story. Then answer the items.

Checking Out Giants

“Come on, Jesse! Let’s find ourselves some giants!”
yelled Max.

“Everything is giant here,” said Jesse softly. “This
place is huge.” Oak and cypress trees greeted the boys as
they started on a trail through the state park. The shady
path was just wide enough for the two cousins to walk
side by side.

Jesse enjoyed the peace and quiet after two hours of
being in the car with Max. The only sound he heard
was the occasional twitter of birds—until Max started
complaining.

“We should have watched the Giants’ baseball game
instead of looking for a bunch of stupid, giant trees,”
Max said. Jesse ignored him and focused on the cool breeze and the smell of damp soil.

“Got any water, Jesse?” Max asked loudly, making Jesse jump. Jesse handed Max
an extra bottle from his pack. Max took a swig and then squirted some water on Jesse,
laughing. Jesse calmly wiped his face with his shirt and kept walking.

“Check out the size of this thing!” Max yelled. He was the first to spot the huge redwood
tree blackened by lightning. Both boys stood at the base of the trunk, staring up.

“I don’t think I can even see the top!” whispered Jesse.
Then the boys noticed that fire had carved out a large hollow space at the base of the

trunk. They stooped to step through the opening. Inside the hole, they could barely see
each other in the darkness.

Max grinned as he ran his hand down the rough interior bark. “We’re inside a tree!”

he exclaimed. “I admit it—this is way better than watching a baligame!”

1. What is the setting of this story?

How are Max and Jesse different from each other?

How does Max change between the beginning and the end of the story?

2.

3.

4. Which character would you rather take a trip with? Why?

© Evan-Moor Corp. • EMC 1076. Daily Summer Activities Wednesday
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Synonyms are two words that mean almost the same thing.

Choose the synonym in parentheses that best completes each sentence. Write the word on the line.

1. Maddy longingly at the new baseball glove in the store.
(gazed, watched)

2. This weekend was her chance to show what an player she was.
(enjoyable, excellent)

3. Maddy had practiced her every day after school.
(pitching, tossing)

4. She was getting better and better at

___________________________

the ball, too.
(capturing, catching)

5. Maddy was

________________________

in herself, but she was still nervous.
(certain, confident)

6. She knew that the

_______________________

mitt was just what she needed.
(new, unused)

7. Maddy would

________________________

her mother tonight if she could buy it.
(demand, ask)

In My Own Words
ths summer! Which type of camp would you

:r:p music camp, or another type? What would

you hope to do there9

,
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MATH UME

Data Sets
Use the rules below to help you complete the table.

To find the range, subtract the smallest
number in a data set from the largest.

Data set: 3, 4, 5
5—3=2

The range is 2.

If all the numbers in the set are the same,
there is no range.

To find the median, list the numbers in The number in a set that appears the most
order from least to greatest. The middle often is the mode.
number is the median.

Data set: 3, 5, 7
The median is 5.

If no number appears more than once,
there is no mode.

Data Set Range Mean Median Mode

10, 14, 15, 15, 17

3,4, 6, 7, 7,7,8

21,21,21,21,21

30, 35, 40, 50, 45

10, 4, 5, 7, 9, 10

© Evan-Moor Corp.• EMC 1076• Daily Summer Activities

To find the mean, add all of
the numbers in the set and divide
by the number of items in the set.

Data set: 3, 5, 7
3 + 5 ÷ 7 = 15

15 ÷ 3 = 5
The mean is 5.

If there is an even amount of numbers
in the set, add the two numbers in the
middle and divide their sum in half.

3,5, 7,5, 9
The mode is 5.

Priday I

____



Check off each box as you complete the day’s work.

J AWK

A Memorable Moment 118

Reading Record 118

I (rIOPIPAY

Read It! Fiction 119

Write It Right 120

Math Time 120

J 1USP4Y

Spell It 121

In My Own Words 121

Language Lines 122

Math Time 122

I WWt1SP4Y

Read It! Nonfiction 123

Vocabulary 124

I T!WRWAY

Language Lines 125

In My Own Words 125

Mind Jigglers 126

J FRIPAY

Math Time 127

Geography 128

Draw a diagram of your room,
using a bird’s-eye view.

I
spelling Words

agriculture

amphibian

atmosphere

characteristic

civilization

currency

environment

intersection

musician

representative

semicircle

substitute

-S

I -



I’m a smart and brave pioneer. At least that’s

what I thought when my family and I set out for

our long trip west on the Oregon Trail. But then

I learned otherwise.
On the first night on the trail, Ma and my sisters

slept in the wagon. I slept next to the fire with Pa.

But just as I dropped off to sleep, a cricket crawled

across my forehead. I didn’t sleep at all for the rest

of the night.
“We slept fine in the wagon,” said my sister in the morning.

I thought I was smart and brave, so on the second night, I slept outside again but wore

my hat. Just as I dropped off to sleep, a mouse tickled my big toe. I didn’t sleep at all for

the rest of the night.
“We slept fine in the wagon,” said my sister in the morning.

I thought I was smart and brave, so on the third night, I slept outside again but wore

my boots. Just as I dropped off to sleep, a snake slithered across my hand. I didn’t sleep

at all for the rest of the night.
“We slept fine in the wagon,” said my sister in the morning.

I thought I was smart and brave, so on the fourth night, I slept outside again but wore

my gloves. Not a single creature touched my skin. But I was so hot that I didn’t sleep at all

that night. In the morning, I decided I’d rather be smart and well-rested than brave and tired.

“Don’t worry, son,” said Pa. “You’ll have plenty of chances to be brave on this trip.”

Then he pointed to the map. “See? There are no bridges across any of these rivers.”

1. Where do you think the pioneer boy will sleep on the fifth night?

2. Why did the boy wear a hat on the second night?

3. What pattern do you see in the articles of clothing the boy chose to wear
each night?

© Evan-Moor Corp.• EMC 1076• DaHy Summer Activities Monday
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Read the story. Then answer the items.

The Brave Pioneer



E

hi My Owu Words
Make up a new word. What does it mean? Use your new word in at least two

sentences.

E

E

Evan-Moor Corp.. EMC 1076. Daily Summer Act ivdies LI Tuesday

S P•EL L
Fill in the missing syllables to make the spelling words for the week. Then count the number

of Syllables in each word and wrfte the number in the box.

1. en ron

________

I

2. grj ture

3. rency

Z in sec

4.

—

Ucter tic

8. repre
—

_
ta

5. mucian

9. stjtute

6. icir

iliza

11. atmos

12.



Creepy or Tasty?

How would you like to munch on a fat, pale caterpillar

called a witchetty grub? Would you enjoy eating a delicious

ant-egg taco? How does a wasp cracker sound to you?

Caterpillars, ant eggs, and wasps are just three of more than

1,900 different kinds of insects that are eaten by people

around the world.
Here in the United States, most people are turned off by the thought of eating insects.

But about 2 billion of people all over the world include insects in their diets. Eating insects

is not a bad idea. Insects are not only cheap, but they’re also good for you. They have

a lot of protein, vitamins, and minerals, and they have little fat.

People have different ways of preparing insect dishes. Sometimes the bugs are ground

into flour and baked into cookies. Other times they are fried, roasted, boiled, or eaten

raw. Depending on how the insects are prepared, their texture may be gooey, chewy,

crunchy, or tender.
Their flavors can be compared to common foods that even Americans find delicious.

For example, witchetty grubs are said to taste like almonds, chicken, or shrimp. Giant

red ants, which people eat in Thailand, may taste like bacon. Some Australians enjoy

the sweet taste of honeypot ants. And some people compare deep-fried bees to sunflower

seeds, shrimp, or walnuts. It’s all just a matter of taste!

1. Which of these statements would 2. Which statement is supported by

the author probably agree with? details in the article?

® It is hard to find insects to eat. ® Insects are hard to cook.

® People should not be afraid to ® There is a right way and a wrong
eat insects, way to eat insects.

© Americans are smart not to eat © Grubs taste better than ants.
insects. © Insects are better for you than

© It is cruel to eat insects, some other foods.

3. Has reading this article changed how you feel about eating insects?

Explain your answer.

Read the article. Then answer the items.

Read IV
Nonfiction

© Evan-Moor Corp.• EMC 1076. Daily Summer Activities Wednesday
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1-lomophones ore words that sound alike but have different spellings and meanings.

A. Circle the correct homophone to match the meaning.

(Meaning rHomophone

1. how heavy something is

2. to put down on paper

weight

write

3. belonging to them

4. to make a harsh sound

they’re their

groan grown

5. in this place here hear

6. a piece of wood

B. Write a sentence for each homophone.

through:

threw:

bored board

hi My OWti Words

You have decided to volunteer to help your communitY. What would you choose

to do? Why?

zZZZ —

© Evan-Moor Corp. • EMC 1076 • Daily Summer Activities Thursday
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wait

right



MATH TIME
Mystery Shape

1. This polygon has the following characteristics:
• It has a perimeter of 12 inches.
• It has four equal sides.
• It has four right angles.

2. This polygon has the following characteristics:
• It has a perimeter of 18 centimeters.
• It has four sides.
• It has four right angles.
• It has two sides that are each 5 centimeters

longer than each of the other sides.

4. This polygon has the following characteristics:
• It has a perimeter of 7.5 centimeters.
• It has three acute angles.
• It has three sides.
• The three sides are equal in length.

Draw a sketch of each of the following polygons using the clues given. Then label

the length of each side of the polygon. The first one has been done for you.

• • •. . • • •••• ... . • .I.•....• .... ••..•.•• •.. • •.. . • . • • • •. I I I I I

Remember:
: t....,, A right angle forms a square corner.

: An acute angle is less than a right angle. :

Prime numbers can be divided only by 1 and themselves.

: Congruent means having the same length and same angles. :
.••.•..•....•.••.•.•••.•.••••••...•..••.....•....••••.•••

3

3 3

3

3. This polygon has the following characteristics:
• It has a perimeter of 16 inches.
• It has no right angles.
• It has four sides.
• The lengths of all the sides are prime numbers.

• The lengths of the sides are odd numbers.
• There are two pairs of congruent, parallel sides.

© Evan-Moor Corp. • EMC 1076. Daily Summer Activities cnday
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Dear Families,

Thank you for encouraging your

children to continue to learn at

home. We have included an

answer key to streamline the

‘homeschooling process’.

The fourth quarter grade will be

based on the required work from

weeks I - 6. If you have questions

please contact your child’s

homeroom teacher.
Sincerely,

The Fifth Grade Team
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Name Date

Circle all the names that describe the shape.

trapezoid

(e

0

parallelogram rhombus

trapezoid

rhombus

rectangle square

parallelogram rhombus

0
C
(0

0
D

S

I

C)
0
C

-u
C
0•
U)

=3
(0

0
0

-o
U)
S

0 0 II

0

ilateralzoid

rectangle square rectangle

Sketch a shape that fits the description, if possible.
Sketches wiH vary. Samples are given.

O A trapezoid with 3 right angles

not possible

0 A square with exactly one pair of

parallel sides
not possible

square

o A trapezoid with a line of symmetry

o A rectangle with all four sides being

congruent

P92 UNITS LESSON 14 Attributes of Quadrilaterals



C

0
0
0

C)

C
.0
0

.0
0
a

0
0
C-)

0

C
0
.0
DC
0
0
I

Sketch a shape that fits the description, if possible.

Sketches will vary. Samples are given.

0 an obtuse equilateral triangle

not possible

o a right equilateral triangle

not possible

scalene

JeIes

clteral

0 a right obtuse triangle

not possible

o a right triangle with a line of

symmetry

8-15

Practice
Name Date

Circle all the names that describe the shape.

0

obtuse equilateral

right isosceles

acute

0

0

scalene

jele

equilateralobtuse

acute

right isosceles

equilateral

right

obtuse

UNIT 8 LESSON 15 Attributes of Triangles P93



Practice
Name Date

3r V

0 a convex quadrilateral with an acute

angle and exactly two congruent sides

0 a concave pentagon with two

perpendicular sides

0
C
0
:3-
0
S

S

C-)
0
C

-o
C
0

Co
:3-
:3

C0

0
0
3

S

Attributes of Two—Dimensional Shapes

Draw a shape that fits the description. Mark all

congruent segments and right angles.
Drawings wifl vary. Check students’ work.

0 a closed shape made up of one or

more curves

o a regular polygon

a concave hexagon with two pairs of 0 an open quadrilateral with two

parallel sides congruent sides
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4th Quarter Physical Education Goals 2020

Intermediate School - Grades 3-5

Hello Students,

I am sending you some goals that you can work on for gym class over the next 6

weeks. The most important goal is to stay healthy and stay active. Be sure you are

getting outside to play on a regular basis! I hope you are all doing well.

Sincerely,

Mr. Lee

Week I Stretches: Legs, Arms
(April 27 - May 1) Exercises: Sit-Ups, Push-Ups, 10 Squats

Activities:
*run four laps around your house
*catch and throw with a family member

Note: If you cannot get outside because of weather, play GoNoodle
(wwwQonoodle.corn) or jog in place for 5 minutes.

Week 2 Stretches: Legs, Arms
(May 4 - May 8) Exercises: Sit-Ups, Push-Ups, 10 Squats

Activities:
*Jump Rope or simulate jumping rope if you don’t have one
*play Hide and Seek with a family member outside

Note: If you cannot get outside because of weather, play GoNoodle
(wwwqonoodlecom) or dance to your favorite song.

Week 3 Stretches: Legs, Arms
(May 11 - May 15) Exercises: Sit-Ups, Push-Ups, 10 Squats, 10 Jumps

Activities:
*play Jump the River outside
*Go on a bike ride or take a walk

Note: If you cannot get outside because of weather, play GoNoodle
(www.clonoodle.cQm) or jog in place for 5 minutes.



Week 4 Stretches: Legs, Arms
(May 18 - May 22) Exercises: Sit-Ups, Push-Ups, 10 Squats

Activities:
*practice skipping, jumping and carioca outside
*play Freeze Tag with the family or run 4 laps around your house

Note: If you cannot get outside because of weather, play GoNoodle
(www.qonoodle.com) or dance to your favorite song.

Week 5 Stretches: Legs, Arms
(May 26 - May 29) Exercises: Sit-Ups, Push-Ups, 10 Squats, 15 Jumping Jacks

Activities: (Field Day Week)
*Run down and back two times
*Skip down and back two times
*Hop down and back two times
*GaIIop down and back two times

Note: If you cannot get outside because of weather, play GoNoodle
(wwwQonoçLecorn) or jog in place for 5 minutes.

Week 6 Stretches: Legs, Arms
(June 1 - June 5) Exercises: Sit-Ups, Push-Ups, 10 Squats

Activities:
*Make an obstacle course outside that includes running, jumping and
weaving
*Throw at a target 10 times and see how many times you can hit it

Note: If you cannot get outside because of weather, play GoNoodle
(www.Qonoodle.com) or dance to your favorite song.



4th QUARTER MUSIC GOALS 2020
Intermediate School (Grades 3-5)

Week 1 (April 27 - May 1)
CREATE: Pick one of the things below to create. Then share it with someone at home.

• Musical Instrument: Make a musical instrument from things you can find around
your house. Think about the instruments we use regularly in class like drums and
shakers. How could you make something like that at home? Or think about the
guitar. How could you make a guitar using a Kleenex box, paper towel roll, and
rubber bands. Here are some helpful links:

o s://www.
o

• Dance: Develop and perform a dance to a song of your choosing. Perform it!

• Rap: Write a rap about anything (your favorite food, spring, how you’re feeling,
whatever!). Extra challenge: Get someone in your house to keep a beat pattern
while you rap. Perform it!

o Here is a fun link of interesting sounds you can investigate for cool beats:
httpJLwwabcycm/ ames/so uI_if

Week 2(May4-8)
FAVORITE SONGS: Practice one of your favorite songs from memory. Teach it to
someone at home. Then ask someone at home what their favorite song is and have
them teach their favorite song to you.

OR

CREATE: Create a second item from the ideas for Week 1.



Week 3 (May 11 -15)
COMPOSE & PERFORM: Write a 16 beat rhythm in steady beats in groups of 4 using

.1 (ta) (ti-ti) EJ (ta - ah) EJ (rest)

Perform it for someone at home. Be sure to keep it steady. Use your hands to clap and

your voice to say ta or ti-ti. Remember a rest should be silent. Here is an example:

ta ta ti—ti ta ti—ti ta ta — ah

JDJJI D lI
ta (rest) ti—ti ti—ti ta — ah ti—ti ta

Week 4 (May 18 -22)
SOUND SCAVENGER HUNT: Music is made up of all kinds of different sounds. Go on a

hunt around your house and find the sounds listed below. Try to find a different sound

for each. Share your ideas with someone at home. Do they agree?

• LOUD

• soft

• thigh in pitch

• ,jlowin pitch

• sound or a song that makes you feel calm, relaxed, or sleepy

• sound or a song that makes you feel scared or nervous

• sound or a song that makes you feel happy or excited



Week 5 (May 26 - 29)
MEMORIAL DAY - Patriotic Songs: Memorial Day is an important day to remember

people who have died protecting our country. A good way to say thank you is to sing

patriotic songs. See if you can remember and sing the songs you learned below. You

can also access these songs and others on the Google Classroom for music.

• America (My Country ‘Tis of Thee)

My count,y ‘tis of thee, Sweet land of liberty, of thee I sing.

Land where my fathers died, Land of the pilgrims’ pride,

From ev’,y mountainside, Let freedom ring!

o Here is a link of the song with all the verses.
ps:I/www.youtubecom/watch?v=uOvwLfBHg&pLjceIoad=1 O&scrlybrkr

• This Land Is Your Land. Sing the chorus from memory.

This land is your land. This land is my land,

From California to the New York island.

From the redwood forests to the Gulf stream waters.

This land was made for you and me.

o Here is a link of the complete song with lyrics.

https:/!www.youtubecom!watch?y=M21 LMLVjs

• The Star Spangled Banner (our national anthem)

Oh, say can you see by the dawn’s early light
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight’s last gleaming?

Whose broad stripes and bright stars through the perilous fight,
O’er the ramparts we watched were so gallantly streaming?

And the rocket’s red glare, the bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof through the night that our flag was still there.

Oh, say does that star-spangled banner yet wave
O’er the land of the free and the home of the brave?

o Here is a link of the song that might help.

j//iww.youtube. com/watch?v= PWMy7Rpk5B0



Week6(Junel -5)

MUSIC JOURNAL: Music is everywhere around us from songs on the radio, to

background music on TV, to an older brother or sister practicing their instrument, or

even to birds singing in the trees. Each day this week write down or draw a picture of

music you heard. At the end of the week decide which one was your favorite and share

it with someone in your house.



Dear Students,
I am missing all of you and I
hope this message finds you
well! I’ve attached some papers
with some art project ideas that
I thought might be fun for you
and your family to do at home.
You can share it with me or
keep it just for you! Art should
be enjoyed, so hang your work
around your home for all to
enjoy! This artwork does not
need to be turned back into me,
but I would still love to see
what you are working on so if

you would like you can take a photo of it and email it to me at hh . This is

completely optional! I hope you all are doing well and staying busy!

I have been enjoying spending time with my two boys, Robert and Ransom and my two golden

retrievers, Dolly and Brutus, but I cannot wait to get back to school to see all of you!

Sincerely,

Mrs. Housel

Here are the projects that I have for you to work on:

Week 1 April 27-May I Making Portraits

Week 2 May 4-May 8 Abstract Art Study

Week 3 May 11-May 15 African Inspired Masks

Week 4 May 18-May 22 Maria Martinez Pottery Designs

Week 5 May 26-May 29 Cereal Box Designs

Week 6 June 1-June 5 I Point Perspective
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5th Grade Portraits

ASSIGNMENT: Draw a portrait of yourself and the other members of
your home. Remember to draw faces using proper proportions. Color
in when done.
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AFRICAN INSPIRED MASKS

Here is some interesting African masks information:

• African mask are generally made to be used. This African art is usually made to
be used in various ceremonies and social events such as weddings and
funerals.

• Mask usually have a spiritual meaning or connection.
• The artists who create mask are given a special status.
• Mask are usually designed to appear human or animal or a combination of the

two.

• Mask are often decorated with such things as animal hair or straw (for hair and
beards), animal horns, animal teeth, feathers, and sea shells.

• Not everyone in a tribe has the honor of wearing a mask; it is usually only a
select few in the tribe. Often only men and sometimes only elders are given
this honor.

• Mask are usually made out of wood. Other materials that are used include
metals (especially bronze and copper), light stone, fabric, and pottery.Often
mask are painted.



AFRICAN INSPIRED MASKS



AFRICAN INSPIRED MASKS

ASSIGNMENT:
Using cardboard or paper, create a mask design. Be creative in what you use to
decorate it. See if you can find things around your home or in your yard to use to
color and decorate your mask.





Maria Martinez (1884 — 1980)

Of Tewa heritage of the San Ildefonso Pueblo in the Rio Grande Valley of New
Mexico, Maria Martinez became world-renowned for her black-on-black pottery.
Learning to make pots as a child from her aunt, Tia Nicolasa, and beginning with
clay dishes she made for her playhouse, Maria was known as a potter among her
peers.
Through trial and error, Maria rediscovered the art of making black pottery. She

found that smothering a cool fire with dried cow manure trapped the smoke, and that by using a
special type of paint on top of a burnished surface, in combination with trapping the smoke and the
low temperature of the fire resulted in turning a red-clay-pot black.
Maria, who made but never painted the pottery, collaborated with her husband Julian, who not only
assisted in the gathering of the clay and the building the fire, and, most importantly, painting the motif
on the pottery. Julian painted Maria’s pottery until his death in 1943. Maria was always deeply
connected with her pueblo of San Ildefonso, with the traditional life of a tribal member, partaking in
tribal ceremonies and religious activities. Although she was successful in Santa Fe selling her
pottery, she preferred living in her ancestral home. Maria was very unselfish with her talent, and she
gave pottery lessons to other women in her village thereby providing a new source of income to many.
After her husband’s death, she worked with her sons, Popovi Da. Maria Martinez became so admired
for her skill that she was specially invited to the White House four times, and she received honorary
doctorates from the University of Colorado and New Mexico State University. She is considered one
of the most influential Native Americans of the 20th century.

Information from MariaMartinezPottery.com

ASSIGNMENT: On a piece of paper, draw out a design for a piece of pottery. Think
about what your pottery might be used for and how its use might change its basic
shape.



CEREAL BOX DESIGN
A company that creates cereal has come up with a great new kids’ cereal recipe.

To promote and market this product, you have been hired as a graphic designer

to create an eye-catching cereal box design.
• Think of an original name for a new type of cereal
• Plan a creative layout that includes this name
• Create a cartoon character to help sell your cereal
• Show what the actual cereal piece on your design
• Brightly color your design

Here are examples of some kids’ cereal box designs, but remember to make your
own original design!
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BIRD’S EYE VIEW

ASSIGNMENT: Using paper, pencil, ruler if you have one, and crayons, follow the
steps to make a drawing of a city. Start by putting a dot in the middle of your
paper, this will be your vanishing point. A vanishing point is where objects get
so far away from the viewer, they vanish. Then start by making some simple
shapes around the vanishing point. Next, draw lines from the corners of the
shapes, going back to the vanishing point. Then you can draw in the bottoms of
your buildings and details. Once the drawing is finished, you can color it in.


